Annotated bibliography of print resources on authorship and intellectual property


A case study/activity on determining authorship and attribution of various researchers and contributors, (it’s worth buying the text, but this case can also be found at http://www.responsibility.research.umich.edu/casematerialsdir.html#criteria). This text may be ordered directly through the American Association of Medical Colleges webpage via the “Publictions” link at www.aamc.org.


A case study about sharing research results at professional conferences prior to publication and using other people’s ideas for your own research. This text may be ordered directly through the American Association of Medical Colleges webpage via the “Publictions” link at www.aamc.org.


Chapter 8: How to List the Authors and Addresses is a short chapter on listing authors for a journal article.


Chapter 13: Intellectual Property: Patents, Trade Secrets, Copyrights, and Trademarks is a rather lengthy chapter on intellectual property (IP), including a table of what IP rights certain things evoke, as well as an example of a patent.